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Fabric Requirements

A Little Intro Info

Fabric Traditional Layout
Modern Layout

with border
Scrappy Layout

Colour Fabrics 4 x 0.75 yds 4 x 0.75 yds Fabric scraps

Background Fabric 2.75 yds 3.5 yds
3 yds of similar

fabric scraps

Chevron Blocks - 1 .25  yds
0.25 yds x 2
0.5 yds x 4

Sashing 1.25 yds - -

Borders - 1.75 yds 1.75 yds

 Star Struck Quilt Pattern
MYSTERY BLOCK OF THE MONTH SEW ALONG 

Welcome to the Star Struck quilt mystery block of the month sew a long! This pattern
is a star block sampler quilt. There are two layout options for this quilt - a traditional
sampler style layout and a modern, abstract layout which also includes chevron
blocks. You will need to make two extra star blocks for the traditional layout. The
pattern itself is beginner friendly, although if you are completely new to quilting, then
please feel free to send me an email or text if something is confusing for you. 
There are 18 star blocks in the quilt and I will send out instructions for one or two
star blocks each month. If you would like to make the modern/abstract quilt, you can
make all the chevron blocks in one go, or space them out over the year.
This sew-a-long is completely free for the year 2023! Feel free to share your progress
on social media and share the sew a long with your friends. You can use the tag
#starstruckquiltsal or #starstruckquilt when you share photos. 

Wishing you all a wonderful and prosperous New Year. Happy Sewing!

This quilt comes in two layout options - a traditional layout and an abstract layout.
The fabric requirements are slightly different for each.  

58" BY 72" |  72" BY 96" (WITH BORDER) 
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Fabric requirements assume that fabric is at least 42" wide.
We will use a 1/4" seam allowance throughout the quilt.   


